Dear Mr. Lee and all others concerned, I Live very close to the location in which you
wish to allow a dirty power plant to be built. I am somewhat confused as to any validity
of it being in an area that is already at the max of human tolerance to industry. The
current odors from industry and sewage take months to dissipate.
I frequent places like Dorris Auto Wreckers and many other businesses near the
location In which the plant was half hazardly proposed to be built.
We as a society speak all the time of cleaning up the environment Yet still today
they suggest to build a power plant which at a current ratio would take 30 yrs for the
current industry to produce enough impact as to one year with this power plant open.
I am a home owner and a father who does not wish my daughter to go through the
horrors of her friends dieing as I did when I was a kid with friends that lived near dirty
power plants and industry. I already have multiple health issues from serving In the
armed forces now this is unimaginable as to what the combined toxins once airborne and
settled back upon the earth, buildings, car’s, solar panels, ventilation systems ect… as to
where I work. Carbon Monoxide doesn’t just go away and to add a structure that
produces 660,000 lbs in a year to power somewhere far away with no true benefit to
anyone including those who cash in on others demise. I can’t imagine the folks whom
will work there living with the fact that they are in a plant that literally kills people
animals almost immediately after production then exponentially over the next 30 yrs.
Chabot College is my life after ten years of service to the military I was medically
discharged. I attended Chabot College and received my degree in Industrial Technology.
Three years later I took a position at the college full time. Over this time the college has
worked very hard at becoming a green or greener environment. Its pretty hard to believe
that anyone knowing of such a facility exists that well knowingly would allow it to
become a toxic waste dump. We have an early child development center on campus right
next to depot road. Benzene in a heated state is known to cause cancer birth defects and
more. All the of the compounds emitted by the plant are known to cause multiple
problems such as vertigo heart attacks neurological disorders at much lower levels per
person affected than the plant is expected to expel.
I mentioned earlier that I own a home near the proposed plant. I don’t want my
house values decreased or my family’s health decreased. If this plant was such a good
idea then why is it that the very own people to whom the power is for voted down the
construction as to where the power is to be used.
What am I to tell my wife Lisa Lan or my daughter Sally Yin Yee as to why we have to
move or get another job or perhaps you can explain it to them why my health deteriorated
so fast. No amount of jobs no amount of money, public buildings is worth the years of
lost life due to a dirty power plant. 90 percent cleaner than horrific is still horrific and
unacceptable.
We have a great service to community to perform and a dirty power plant in the middle
of residents and community is not the answer. Thank you for your time and
consideration, Ronald Lee Decker

